
Z1-C 900

 

PROJECT NAME   Z1-C 900

1974 Z1-A (well sort of!!!)

This is going to be a standard type Z1 but with a bit of a difference.

Over the years we have been asked to build a standard type looking Z1 but with more up to date features. 
With this in mind we are going to build a Z1 based bike but with updated brakes, suspension, electrics and 

braced frame and swing arm. The motor will be standard with the exception of 29mm smooth bore carbs and 
a hydrulic clutch release. Modern tyres will be used,  It will be finished in Z1-B red.

This should make the bike look still like a Z1 but handle much better. The normal weak points like the 
charging system will be upgraded to the latest solid state technolgy. Billet Yokes will be used to increase 

stabilty and AP 4-pot calipers to make it stop!!

*BILLET YOKES

*UPGRADED FORKS

*AP RACING 4 POT CALIPERS AND DISCS

*HYDRAULIC CLUTCH RELEASE

*HAGON SHOCKS

*BRACED FRAME AND SWING ARM

*BILLET ENGINE MOUNTS

*UPGRADED ELECTRICS

* MODERN TYRES

*29mm Keihin SMOOTHBORE CARBS

************************************************************************

Wednesday 7th February:

First job was to brace the frame using one of our frame bracing kits. This was welded into place by Tony of 
Pitstop motorcycles (01942 684684)













I had already assembled the bottom end of the motor which has been cleaned and polished by our good 
friend Steve Smethurst.

You can see Steve`s work on any of the other projects that we have done.

This bike will have the silver polished engine finish, although we will build them with what ever colour 
paintwork and engine finish that the customer wants.

Very soon we will be starting a similair bike but with a black engine and in the 1973 green/yellow (Z1-
C) paintwork.

********************************************************

The Crank was checked out and a new cam chain was fitted. A set of new gearbox bearings were also fitted 
along with new clutch plates and springs. A new kickstart spring was also fitted.

Because the Z1 bottom ends are so strong, this is normally all we have to do to them.

All the 6mm amd 8mm fasterners were replaced using our zinc plated kits.

Next job is to measure up the pistons and rings and fit a new set of 10mm crankcase studs before we fit the 
cylinder barrel. The pistons very rarely wear but the rings can sometimes need replacing.

We normally replace the rings no matter what so i will get Phil, our parts manager to get me 4 sets out of 
stock.



Thursday 8th February:

Well we were out of stock of the rings so that job will have to wait a few days.

Instead i fitted the newly polished outer engine covers on the right side of the motor and the inner transmission cover on 
the left side.





Saturday 10th February

I fitted the new rings today and then using the kawasaki special tool, fitted the cylinders. A new cam chain tensioner was 
used along with new idler rubbers and a new base gasket as well as 12 new 10mm main crankcase studs.





I then started to work on the cylinder head. Steve Smethurst had cleaned and polished it already and checked the 
condition of the valve guides which were ok so i fitted new valve guide seals, 8 new valves and a set of heavy duty valve 

springs and seats. We dont normally use heavy duty springs but they are just as cheap as genuine items now, so why 
not?

I ground the new valves into thier seats and assembled them using the valve spring compressor.

I need to sort out the upper cam chain tensioner parts now so that i can fit the cylinder head.











I am off to the Powder coaters on monday to see what option of colours i have for the Frame. I dont really want it to be 
standard black but then again i dont want it a bright colour. I really just want it to look like maybe a very dark gun metal 

grey like on a modern type bike.

Thursday 15th February

In an effort to improve the normally poor charging system on the electrical side of things i am using a new 
Stator assy that we sell here at Z-power and a solid state combined regulater/rectifier unit. This should 

eliminate any chances of flat batterys or even worse, cooked batterys!!



Monday 19th February

I fitted a new 15  tooth front sprocket today along with a 20mm locking nut.Then i got the re-conditioned starter motor 
out ready to fit onto the crankcases. Because the motor will be seen under the hyraulic clutch cover i give it a coat of 

silver paint.





I fitted the starter motor and then put the two top cam chain idler gears into place along with the rear cam 
chain tensioner.

 





Wednesday 21st February

I picked up the frame from the Vanden, the powder coaters today. It looks really good in the dark grey.

At first glance it still looks black but when you put something that is really black against it you can tell.

I asked them to put extra paint around the strenghting welds which they did, but they also put extra around 
the headstock and now it is hard to see the frame number!!

I ran a 6 and 8mm tap through the threads in readiness to start assembling it. The battery box, tool box, side 
stand, rear engine mounts and footrest brackets are also in this grey colour.

I can now get Phil to order in all the frame rubbers and fasteners for me.

In the meanwhile i will fit the taper roller headbearings to the frame and get it ready for the new front end. I 
am using a set of billet yokes and a new standard type front end which we get from our distibutor in Japan. 
The forks look standard but are fitted with progressive springs and up-rated damper rods. This should help 

to improve the steering!





Monday 26th February

I have started to assemble some of the bits to the frame, rubbers and bolts, and then i put the red paintwork on just to 
see what it looks like. not many people choose this red option but i think it looks really classy.





Thursday 1st March:

We have had a big order in from our supplier in Japan with loads of goodies for me!!

I wasted no time in fitting a few of them to the bike.

I fitted a new inner rear fender and then a carbon fibre short rear one along with a new LED white lens tail light 
assembly. Then i fitted a new chrome grabrail and 2 white lens indicators to the short chrome stems.

I fitted a set of taper roller bearings to the headstock and then fitted the billet yokes. These look superb!

Then i fitted the new up-rated forks. These will all have to come off again to fit some of the smaller parts but i wanted to 
see what it looks like.

Then i tried one of the AP racing 4-pot calipers on the bottom fork leg. These really look the business!!!

I have had to reverse the fork leg bottoms of course so that the calipers sit behind the fork leg.

Then i placed the alloy billet engine mounts into place to make sure i had all the fasteners.

















Saturday 3rd March

Spent a few hours on the bike today. I assemble the handlebars using new Z1B switches, new grips and the 
master cylinder for the hydralic clutch. Then i bolted them to the top yoke.

Then i fitted the alloy headlamp brackets and the chrome headlamp shell along with the indicator stems and 
new white lens front indicators.

I put together a set of Z1-B clocks using a new bracket, top and bottom covers, new ignition switch and 
wiring loom and a set of restored meters that Chris Rivett had done for us. A set of our chrome bowls 

finished them off nicely.

Then i bolted them to the top yoke.

Then i put on the polished alloy fork brace. the front end looks superb now!

















I also fitted the tank and side panel badges to get an impression what it will all look like!



One of the problems on the Z1 models was Kawasaki`s use of a single fuse system on the main wiring loom.

If there was any sort of electrical problem then this 20amp fuse would blow and render the bike useless. So we will be 
using a re-worked loom which converts the fuse system to a 6 way system. So even if just the tail light blows then the 

rest of the electrics will work fine.

Tuesday 6th March

I fitted the centre stand today using new bolts and springs. Now i can get the frame up onto it and fit the 
bottom end of the motor. I will fit the cylinder head once the rest of the motor is in the frame.



Thursday 8th March:

Keeping up with our idea of improving the bike, i fitted a Quartz Halogen H4 headlamp to the bike. Originally Kawasaki 
fitted a poor 40/45 watt bulb to the Z1 which was useless!!

This 65/60 watt Halogen unit is far better.

I also fitted a new front chrome fender to the forks with new cable guide brackets. I should be getting the front wheel 
back from Steve at B+C motorcycles (0161-205-3243) tommorow with the rebuilt rim and spokes. I can get the trye 

fitted then by SMD tyres (01942-604511) and get the front end finished off.

I have decided to go with Continentals on this bike. These are excellent tyres and still look a bit "age related".









Sunday 11th March:

Well i got the front wheel back from B+C motorcycles, while i was there i dropped off the rear one for Steve to do.

It looks really well with the black hub and chrome spokes with gold nipples.





I then took the wheel to get the tyre fitted. SMD did it while i waited so then i rushed back to Z-power to fit the 320mm 
double disc plates and the axle and spacers.I used chrome 8mm allen bolts to secure the disc to the hub. I had already 

fitted new wheel bearings so everything was ready to go except that the front brake kit comes with a few spacer washers 
and the instructions do not say on which side they fit!!

Anyway after 4 goes at it, me and Trev finally sorted it. These spacers are required to make sure that the discs do not 
touch the inside of the fork leg bottoms.

We fitted the wheel in and the disc only just miss the fork legs but only just is good enough!!

I then started to fit the brake calipers onto thier brackets. Again these only just clear the spokes on the wheel, but these 
kits have been made to perfection and the tolerances are superb.





While i had Trev for a few hours i talked him into helping me put the engine into the frame. We did this without 
scratching the frame!, we are getting good at this!

Once in i fitted the mounting bolts and spacers.

Next job is to fit the cylinder head.





I then fitted the side stand using a new bolt and spring and then re-fitted the footrests.

Monday 12th March:

I fitted the front sprocket cover today. This is a small piece of Glass fibre that protects the hydraulic clutch realease cover 
from getting covered with chain lube. Not essential but a nice touch!

Then i fitted the cylinder head. I used a new set of head gaskets and cam tunnel o`ring of course and twelve new 
cylinder head nuts and copper washers along with the two 6mm bolts on each end.

I torqued these down to Kawasaki`s recommendation.







Tuesday 13th March:

I got the rear wheel back today with the continental tyre fitted. I fitted some new wheel bearings to it and 
also put a new bearing and seal into the sprocket carrier. I fitted a new 33 tooth rear sprocket as well.

 Then i fitted a new set of shoes and springs to the polished brake panel.

The braced swing arm is due back from the powder coater soon, so i can then get the rear end put together.

The special rear shocks that HAGON are building are not quite ready yet, so this may slow things down a bit, 
although i have plenty more to work on!







Wednesday 14th March:

I fitted 6 new rear cush drive rubbers today, then the internal spacer and then fitted the carrier to the rear hub.





I also fitted the Nissin front brake master cylinder and the Earl braided steel brake lines. Once these were in place i fitted 
the longer than standard speedo cable. Because the calipers are behind the fork legs, the cable needs to be around 

50mm longer.

The billet yokes have no facilty to attatch any brake pipe holding brackets so i will have to think of using something else 
to secure the pipes. I will get Phil on the job to search me something out of stock!!!





Thursday 22nd March:

The number plate arrived today and so did the chroming. (kickstart/torque arm/brake arm)

 Still no sign of the swing arm!!

Vanden have promised it for Friday.

I re-assembled the re-chromed kickstart with a new rubber, spring and circlip and fitted it to the motor.

Phil did an excellent job in finding me a chrome bracket for the brake hoses which i bolted to the bottom of the headlamp 
shell.









Friday 23rd March

Well Vanden were true to thier word, i got the swing arm back today finished in gloss black.

I need to fit one of our needle roller bearing conversion kits to it now, i think i will once again need the 
service of our man next door Fred and his wonderful press!





Monday 26th March:

I fitted the bearing kit to the swing arm today with Fred`s help of course. Then i fitted it to the frame.

The shocks came from Hagon this morning so i fitted them as well. These shocks coupled with the braced swing arm 
should help with the handling.









I also fitted  a new set of camshaft shell bearings to the cylinder head.





Tuesday 27th March:

I fitted the rear wheel into the swing arm today. Then i fitted a new DID heavy duty o`ring drive chain and then adjusted 
and tightned everything up.

I had the axel and spacers along with the chain adjusters chromed instead of the normal zinc plated. These look well 
against the black powder coating.

I then fitted the re-chromed brake torque arm and a stainless steel brake adjusting rod. This is a heavy duty item with 
rose joints at each end. looks really good.

I then fitted the alloy chain gaurd. I am using this instead of the original black plastic item.

















Thursday 29th March:

I fitted the camshafts to the head today and the upper cam chain tensioner.Then set about doing the valve clearances. 
Took a couple of hours even with the use of the special tool but i got there in the end!

. Then i fitted a set of billet cam end plugs, a new gasket and finally the cam cover itself using a new set of chrome 6mm 
bolts.

I also fitted the tacho drive gear into the head.









Saturday 30th March:

I decided to do some work on the electrics today. I fitted the new 6-fuse system wiring loom along with a 
new heavy duty regulater/rectifier unit and a new H/D starter soleniod switch. Once these were in place i 

fitted some of the other smaller electrical parts like the tail light loom, horn and brake switches.

I also fitted a new GEL type battery. I was then able to check all the electrics out,  luckily everything was 
working ok.

Then i fitted the new alternator into the new left side engine case and assembles it to the crankcases.

Once this was done i started on the hydrulic clutch cover. This took a while to fit and bleed the braided line 
but the end result looks excellent!

Then i fitted a new chrome starter motor cover and then the gear lever and right side footrest.

















Sunday 1st April:

I did some work on the bodywork today. I fitted the tailpiece using a new set of rubbers and fasteners and put the side 
panel badges onto the side panels.

Because i am using a proper lock for the seat on these models (Z900-type) i have had to slightly modify the right side 
panel to make sure the key hole on the lock was easy to get to.

I also fitted some of our warning decals to the rear inner fender and the tailpiece.





Thursday 5th April:

I fitted the 4-4 exhaust today. They look really good.







Friday 6th April:

Spent a whole day on the bike today and more or less finished it.

I fitted a set of our japanese heavy duty ignition coils and a set of NGK plug caps. Then a  DYNA-TEK Dyna-S electronic 
ignition kit. These kits are the best you can buy and are unique because they have no electronic box as such, everything 

is in the pick up coils, so less to go wrong.







I then put a small filter onto the crankcase breather and then fitted the KEIHIN 29mm smoothbores to a new set of 
4 inlet rubbers. I have left the standard jetting in for now because i am not too sure how it will run with the standard 
exhaust. My good old friend Pip Higham (yes, that Pip from the folklores of 70`s and 80`s drag racing!) said he would 

pop round and sort them out if there was any problems. We used to call him "MR CARBY" due to his immense knowledge 
of weirdo carb settings!!!! (many other people have called him many others names as well!!!)





I then fitted a new pair of standard mirrors and bled the front brake calipers. They bled up really easy like they always do 
when all the components are new!

Then i fitted two new tank badges, the chrome filler cap and a new Hi-flow fuel tap to the tank.







Once this was fitted to the frame, i put on the new seat and suddenly it was a complete motorcycle!













Just need to fill it up with oil and petrol now and it will be a runner!

Wednesday 18th April:

Well i got the bike off the bench and started it up!!

It seems to be running a bit rich judging by the blackish smoke coming from the exhausts but there is a lot 
of assembly oil in the motor as well so i may have to run it around for a few miles to help clear it. I need to 

take it for a MOT so that should put a few miles on it.

The pilot jets on these carbs are #62 which may be a bit big,  i think i will try smaller ones.



Tuesday 24th April:

Well i decided that the motor was a bit noisy on the top end due to me always setting the shim clearance 
quite high (0.15mm) so i took the cam cover off to re-do them, this time setting them at 0.10mm.



Wednesday 25th April:

Well it is finished! I am taking it in for it`s MOT tommorow, riding it there if the weather permits.

The new owner should be picking it up on Friday.






